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now!

With one click – everything is keyworded and archived ...
You are sitting in the office and are constructing a round arch window in the Klaes program. Your telephone is ringing.
It’s Mr. Bauer who wants to order a new window. “You should still have the dimensions – recorded on the sketch of
the last order,“ he says. You - know of nothing. In the past Mr. Müller had the order in process. What now? Search file
folders to look for the sketch? Ask Mr. Müller for help? Oh yes, he is on vacation…
With ELO professional such scenarios are water under the bridge. With this intelligent ECM-solution, you can archive
all business relevant documents digitally. You can automate your complete business processes legally, provide overall information and ensure transparent business processes.
And the best: With the new ELO-integration, you will have direct access to the ELO-archive in the Klaes program! For example, when the original is printed, offers are automatically placed in the ELO-archive and keyworded at the same time. Now you only need to enter, for example, “Sketch; 2015; Bauer“ into the search fields
and receive immediately the JPG-file with the required dimensions - simply brilliant.

Your Advantages Through ELO Integration
- Time saving! Documents are automatically archived from Klaes when the original is printed
- Direct search of files stored in ELO via the Klaes user interface
- Display of customer specific documents from the ELO-archive (also in the Klaes business partner administration)
- Display of project- and document specific documents from the ELO-archive in the Klaes project administration
- Upload of files controllable via the Klaes user right
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